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ABSTRACT 

Mitigating Seismic Risk in Developing Countries: 

A Case Study on the 2005 Kashmir Earthquake 

by 

Richard James Stegemeier 

The increase in awareness and understanding of earthquakes has encouraged the 

development of culturally appropriate risk mitigation strategies that aim to build 

community resilience in preparation for the next natural disaster. In response to the 

magnitude Mw 7.6 earthquake that struck the Kashmir region of northern Pakistan and the 

large number of residential housing collapses in Pakistan, an analytical investigation was 

performed on a damaged concrete building and prototype housing structures to evaluate 

this performance against seismic risk. The reconstruction efforts in Pakistan following the 

earthquake and the findings of this study are discussed with the aim of mitigating seismic 

risk in all developing countries. Results suggest that modifications to building layout and 

simple seismic resistance techniques for single and multi-storey structures, such as the 

reorientation of columns and the use of seismic banding, can considerably improve the 

performance of structures, with little or no additional cost. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Risk is defined by many as the probability or likelihood of a set of events to occur 

that can cause an undesirable outcome [1]. Seismic risk, in the context of this thesis, will 

be characterized as the vulnerability of a developing country to an extreme earthquake, 

with some probability of occurring, that may ultimately lead to social, economic or 

physical damage. This thesis reviews the effects of the 2005 Pakistan earthquake in the 

Kashmir region, and evaluates the effectiveness of the response and reconstruction 

techniques implemented in the affected areas, with specific consideration to the 

associated risks in developing countries. Specifically, the magnitude Mw 7.6 earthquake 

which occurred on October 8, 2005, proved to be the catalyst of heightened concern for 

seismic risk of developing areas. In point of fact, Pakistan sustained wide spread 

devastation, enormous rehabilitation and reconstruction costs, including more than 

73,000 deaths and approximately 780,000 buildings either severely damaged or 

destroyed. 

In addition, analytical assessments of a reinforced concrete framed structure in 

Abbottabad, a city in close proximity to the epicenter, were conducted to quantify the 

vulnerabilities associated with typical reinforced concrete construction; included are 

seismic analyses of existing housing structures, as well as some prototype designs 

implemented for the affected regions. These analytical assessment results and general 

recommendations for mitigating seismic risk, with specific reference to the Kashmir 

earthquake, were then compiled by the author into a general framework that can be 

adopted by other developing countries. 
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2. RISK IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

According to the Hazard Mitigation team of the World Bank, more than 95 

percent of all deaths caused by disasters occur in developing countries [2]. However, the 

perception of 'disaster' can often be misleading. Take, for example, the Northridge 

earthquake of 1994, which occurred in the San Fernando Valley region of Southern 

California. This particular event was declared a disaster zone by authorities [3]. Despite 

the fact that more than 40,000 buildings were damaged, there were only 60 confirmed 

fatalities reported as a direct result of the earthquake, according to the U.S. Geological 

Survey [4]. This, in addition to multiple other studies, suggests that there is a strong 

correlation between developing countries and an increase in loss of life during strong 

magnitude earthquakes. Though any loss of life could be argued as a disaster, the loss of 

life associated with earthquakes in developed countries is minor when compared to the 

numbers coupled with earthquakes occurring in developing regions. 

2.1 Economic Risk 

It is evident that the impact from natural disasters on the welfare and livelihood of 

communities and their citizens can be costly, particularly in terms of economics and 

human suffering. In fact, in developing countries, losses associated with natural disasters 

are 20 times greater than in developed regions, as a percentage of GDP [2]. According to 

a report published by the Department of International Development [5], estimates of 

economic impacts can be categorized into direct and indirect costs. Direct costs include 

the costs of relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction, such as damage to buildings and to 

the economic and social infrastructure. Indirect costs occur as a result of the direct 
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impacts such as the consequences resulting from the physical destruction affecting 

households. 

The financial repercussions that a natural disaster can have on a country, city or 

local community can be extremely detrimental to future development, particularly in the 

case of a developing region. Developing countries lack the resources to cope with such a 

loss, and often depend solely on outside financial support through non-governmental 

organizations (NGOs). In fact, if in the 1990's, $40 billion had been invested into risk 

reduction measures for natural disasters, worldwide economic losses totaling 

approximately $280 billion might have been avoided [5]. 

2.2 Social Risk 

There is a significant amount of data that demonstrates the difference between 

losses in developed countries versus under-developed countries [6]. For instance, a 

comparison of the number of casualties between the Northridge earthquake of 1994 and 

the Kashmir earthquake of 2005 reveals a ratio of nearly 1:1280 which suggests a much 

higher death toll in under-developed regions compared with a developed region. This 

suggests that social and economic factors must play a major role in assessing earthquake 

risk. 

In developing countries, there is insufficient capital to construct infrastructure that 

meets world earthquake standards. Reports show that approximately two-thirds of the 

population and about 80 percent of the population in Pakistan live in rural areas [7]. The 

vulnerabilities of these citizens in the rural regions of northern Pakistan are extremely 

high because of the inaccessibility of the area. The shaking from earthquakes produces 

landslides and other hazards that can prevent rescue crews from accessing the area. 
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The social impact on a community, post-natural disaster, can often be difficult to 

measure and comprehend. Nevertheless, studies show that long-term social impacts tend 

to be minimal, specifically for developed regions [8]. This can be directly attributed to 

the large amount of resources that developed regions have within their disposal. Not to 

mention, natural disasters seem to strike more frequently in under-developed areas as 

opposed to developed areas, generally for the reason that there are more of the former [8]. 

In general, the response of the government, state and federal, as well as NGOs such as the 

American Red Cross, tends to provide rapid relief that prevents long-term social impacts 

in developed regions [8]. Although, the response efforts following the hurricane-induced 

disasters of 2005 in the United States, may have proved otherwise. 

2.3 Political Risk 

Natural disasters most often verify the adequacy of policies and procedures of a 

government by testing the effectiveness of the response following a major event. 

Disasters are seen as contexts for the creation of political solidarity, activism, and new 

agendas [9]. These political systems become more perceivable, often bringing about 

changes in policy and political structure which can better serve the community during a 

future natural disaster, as well as the introduction of new organizations which can aid the 

government in rehabilitation and recovery efforts following a disaster [9]. However, 

political volatility may hinder development of essential prevention plans and relief 

efforts. The random and chaotic nature of natural disasters often create difficulty for 

governing organizations, especially since they can occur across political boundaries and 

affect citizens of multiple nations. This reality only amplifies the difficulty in appropriate 

response and implementation of specific mitigation strategies. 
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3. SEISMIC HAZARDS IN SOUTH ASIA 

3.1 Plates and Faults 

The outermost layer of the earth is partitioned into multiple zones known as 

plates, and the slow movement of these plates on this layer of the earth is commonly 

referred to as plate tectonics [10]. Separation, sliding, and colliding of these plates are 

the cause of earthquakes and volcanoes, which have shaped the earth over millions of 

years. Faults are fractures within rock layers that allow movement between the layers 

[10]. The largest examples of faults occur at the tectonic plate boundaries, but can also 

extend far beyond the plate boundaries. 

Figure 3.1.1: A map of the tectonic plates of the earth [10]. 

According to the US Geological Survey, there are three major types of plate 

boundaries {convergent, divergent, and transform) and faults (normal, thrust, and strike-

slip) [10]. The most visible and notable of all plate-tectonic forces is the formation of the 

Himalayan mountain range. The collision of the plates, which will be described in more 
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detail in the following sections, forced the crust to buckle and be pushed upwards 

forming the Himalayas over a span of 50 million years [10]. Statistically, the Pacific 

'Ring of Fire' where the Pacific plate meets many surrounding plates, is the most 

seismically and volcanically active zone in the world [10]. The most dangerous of all 

plate forces, however, is the one located closest to a heavily populated city. 

3.2 Tectonics in South Asia 

South Asia is considered the southern region of the Asian continent that is 

comprised of countries and territories in close proximity to the Indian subcontinent [11]. 

This includes Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, and Maldives1. 

These countries, particularly in the northern territories, are susceptible to large 

earthquakes due to the shifting tectonic plates in the neighboring areas. In fact, the 

majority of the seismic activity in the South Asian region can be directly attributed to the 

continental collision between the Indian and Eurasian plates. 

60'E 90'E !2ff6 160'E 

Figure 3.2.1 (Left): A map of South Asia and corresponding countries[50]. (Courtesy of the Centre 
for South Asian Studies at the University of Toronto) 
Figure 3.2.2 (Right): A map illustrating Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) in m/s2, with a 10% 
probability of exceedance in 50 years, for multiple countries in the South Asian region [12]. 

Iran and Afghanistan are often included as countries in South Asia; however their inclusion is recurrently 
controversial. The United Nations is the only organization to acknowledge or include Iran as part of South 
Asia. 
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The convergence of the Indian and Eurasian plates, specifically in the regions of 

Pakistan and India, will be of particular importance in the context of this study. This 

collision between plates has resulted in flexure of the Indian sub-continent, giving rise to 

flexural stresses responsible for many of the earthquakes in central India [13]. 

Furthermore, the collision has fractured the Indian plate into several slices beneath the 

Kashmir Basin and is known as the Indus-Kohistan seismic zone [14]. The tectonic 

movement of this region, more specifically the subduction of the Indian plate beneath the 

Eurasian plate, is also responsible for the creation of the Himalayan mountain ranges 

[15]. 

Figure 3.2.3 (Left): A depiction of the relative movement of India over time [10] 

Figure 3.2.4 (Right): The movement of the Eurasian and Indian Plates before and after the collision [10] 

Strong earthquakes have been a recurring issue in the Himalayan region. There 

are four Himalayan earthquakes on record whose magnitudes have exceeded magnitude 
Mw = 8 (1505, 1803, 1934, and 1950) and numerous others with magnitude Mw = 7.0 

[13]. These major earthquakes and their locations can be seen from the Figure 8. The 
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earthquake of 1505 in southwestern Tibet was a significant event that destroyed local 

houses and whose effects were felt along a distance of about 700 km [16]. An earthquake 

of magnitude Mw 7.6 struck the Kashmir region in 1555 and extended for more than 100 

km southeast [16]. 

Figure 3.2.5 (Left): A general representation of continental-continental convergence of plates [10]. 
Figure 3.2.6 (Right): A cross-section through Pakistan revealing the plate movement of the region [51]. 
More specifically, the Indus-Kohistan Seismic zone which extends below the cities of Balakot and 
Muzaffarabad. (Photo Courtesy of Roger Bilham, University of Colorado at Boulder) 

Collecting estimates of the magnitudes of these Himalayan earthquakes since 

1500 has allowed the measurement of convergence rates between India and Tibet for the 

past five centuries. The observed collision velocity by GPS between India and Tibet in 

the past decade is 16-18mm/yr [13]. When averaged over the entire Himalayan region, 

the calculated rate shows a convergence rate of <5mm/yr. This is less than one-third of 

the convergence rate observed by GPS measurements in the past decade, with the missing 

slip equivalent to four Mw > 8.5 earthquakes [13]. This data suggests that many heavily 

populated areas in the northern regions of Pakistan and India, near the Himalayan arc, are 

subject to very high seismic risk. Though there is still some uncertainty in the amount of 

slip during the last great earthquake since 1800, it is known that the longer the interval 

between earthquakes, the higher the stored energy and slip potential will be to drive the 

next one, and will therefore yield the potential for a severe, less frequent great earthquake 

[14]. 
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But earthquakes in this region are not limited to the Himalayan arc. As can be 

seen from Figure 3.2.7, there are some significant earthquakes that occurred away from 

the plate boundary in the mountains. In particular, the Bhuj earthquake of 2001 in 

Gujarat, India was a destructive earthquake that killed approximately 20,000 people, 

injured around 167,000, and destroyed about 339,000 buildings according to the US 

Geological Survey [4]. An earthquake of similar magnitude struck the same general area 

in 1819, killing nearly 1500 to 2000 people, according to similar reports by the USGS. 

Figure 3.2.7: An illustration showing historical seismic activity in the Himalayan region [52]. (Photo 
courtesy of the Centre for the Observation and Modelling of Earthquakes and Tectonics) 

As illustrated in the figures, the northern regions of Pakistan and India are 

exceedingly vulnerable to major earthquakes when compared with other areas. These 

mountainous territories at the base of the Himalayan arc have a history of producing 

major earthquakes and contain the potential to produce many additional high magnitude 

quakes in the near future, as was explained earlier. 

However, it is worth mentioning that when compared with other natural disasters, 

earthquakes per se, are not dangerous. Unlike other natural disasters, such as hurricanes 
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or floods, earthquakes are dangerous because of collateral damage. In fact, the majority 

of fatalities from earthquakes occur not by the ground shaking, but by means of indirect 

effects that arise as a result of the shaking; such as the collapse of man-made structures, 

fires, landslides, and tsunamis [3]. A massive landslide in northern Pakistan shown in 

Figure 3.2.8 illustrates the severity of damage following an earthquake. It is reasonable to 

say that the location of an earthquake plays a critical role in the measure of risk. 

Consider a hypothetical situation where people are walking in an open field versus a 

group of people walking in downtown Los Angeles. Each is simultaneously exposed to 

the same, high magnitude, earthquake. In terms of risk, which group will be more 

vulnerable? Certainly the group in downtown Los Angeles will be at greater risk than the 

other simply because of the risk associated with the collapse of buildings. 

Figure 3.2.8: An aerial view of a landslide that partially blocked the Neelum river in Muzaffarabad, 
Pakistan after the 2005 earthquake (Photos courtesy of the Mid-America Earthquake Center 
Reconnaissance team, [15]) 

This reality does, however, bring about an important truth for developing areas. 

Many villages, particularly in under-developed countries, are located in regions where the 

direct and indirect effects of earthquakes can be the most devastating. The risk for 

landslides is high in the mountainous regions because of slope instability and soil 
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liquefaction. Flooding can be a risk simply because of the effect that flooding has on the 

standard of living, contaminating and eliminating water supplies, as well as the rapid 

spread of diseases. Landslides can also destroy poorly constructed dams and levees, 

causing widespread flooding that can sweep away homes, buildings, trees, and people. 

Additionally, these floods and landslides can inhibit rescue crews from accessing the 

damaged areas. 
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4. THE KASHMIR EARTHQUAKE 

4.1 Overview of the Earthquake 

On October 8, 2005 at 8:50 am local time, a powerful earthquake with magnitude 

Mw = 7.6 struck Kashmir and the Northern Frontier Province of Pakistan2 [15]. The 

epicenter of the earthquake was located approximately 19km north northeast of 

Muzaffarabad on the Frontal Himalayan belt, bounded in the north and east by the Main 

Boundary Thrust (MBT) [17, 18]. The tremors triggered from this earthquake were felt 

up to a distance of 1000 km and damage extended within a radius of about 140 km [17]. 

Figure 4.1.1: The location of the epicenter of the 2005 earthquake in the northern areas of Pakistan and 
India. (Photo courtesy of US AID/Pakistan) 

2 Mw refers to 'Moment Magnitude', as this is a more reliable measurement for larger earthquakes than the 
Richter scale, and is the preferred magnitude for all earthquakes listed in the USGS catalogs. 
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/aboutus/docs/020204mag_policy.php) 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/aboutus/docs/020204mag_policy.php
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Early estimates of earthquake intensity appear to be on the order of IX to X on the 

Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale. MMI of X can be described as: Most buildings and 

their foundations are destroyed. Dams are seriously damaged. Large landslides occur. 

Water is thrown on the banks of canals, rivers and lakes. The ground cracks in large 

areas [15]. Using satellite imagery, researchers were able to estimate the location of the 

fault rupture. The surface trace of the causative fault could then be interpreted from the 

map of ground displacements and radar amplitude measurements [18]. The image is 

shown in Figure 4.1.2. Estimates in slip range from 4.2 ± 0.5m, with a maximum slip of 

approximately 5m [18]. 

i 1 1 1 
Kilometers 

Figure 4.1.2 (Left): Satellite imagery showing the relative displacement of the ground due to the 
earthquake [52]. (Courtesy of the Centre for the Observation and Modelling of Earthquakes and Tectonics) 
Figure 4.1.3 (Right): An illustration indicating the extension of the Indus-Kohistan Seismic zone and the 
corresponding ground displacement from the earthquake, shown in red. (Photo courtesy of Roger Bilham, 
University of Colorado at Boulder) 

4.2 Summary of losses 

The earthquake caused an immense number of casualties and extensive property 

damage with the death toll exceeding 73,000, with 138,000 injured and more than 3.5 
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million rendered homeless [18, 19]. Within these figures, it is estimated around 19,000 

children died, mostly due to the widespread collapse of school buildings [18]. In addition 

to the loss of life, it is estimated that more than 780,000 buildings were destroyed or 

damaged beyond repair, and out of these, approximately 17,000 school buildings and 

major hospitals near the epicenter were either destroyed or severely damaged [18]. 

Because of the severity of damage to schools and hospitals near the earthquake epicenter, 

residents were forced to depend on emergency medical aid provided by the military and 

non-governmental organizations almost 24 hours after the earthquake. Road closures and 

the collapse of bridges, mostly due to landslides, cut off access to many villages where 

immediate aid was needed. There were many incidences in which damage to storage 

tanks and critical water systems eliminated access to potable water sources [18]. 

Preliminary investigation into the earthquake indicated that most of the structural 

damage was caused by poor construction techniques and lack of seismic design [15, 20]. 

Though the majority of the structural damage was a direct result of the ground shaking, 

many of the buildings located on or near slopes were damaged due to land sliding, 

subsidence or ground failure [18]. Nevertheless, many of the engineered structures were 

well constructed, and losses in these structures could be attributed mainly to layout 

defects, such as ground soft storey, short columns and even lack of continuous 

maintenance [20]. 

The extensive loss of property and loss of life led to enormous economic losses 

for the northern regions of Pakistan. With losses from direct damage estimated at 

approximately US $2.3 billion and total costs exceeding US$5 billion, the aftermath of 

the earthquake posed enormous economic implications for Pakistan [21]. Although many 
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structures suffered damage, the private housing sector, which consisted of mostly non-

engineered residences, seemed to have suffered the most extensive damage, with losses 

estimated at around US$1.55 billion [21]. In addition, transportation, education and 

agriculture are believed to have had analogous economic damage with losses estimated at 

US$339 million, US$335 million, and US$218 million3, respectively [21]. 

Overall Costs of the Earthquake 

Cateaorv 

Relief 
Death and Injury Compensation 
Early Recovery 
Restoration of Livelihoods 

Reconstruction 
Of which short term Reconstruction 
Of which Medium/Long term Reconstruction 

Total 

US $ Million 

1,092 
205 
301 
97 

3,503 
450 
3053 

5,198 
Note: Excludes indirect losses (income) of $576 million 
Sources: 

Relief, Death and Injury Compensation and Early Recovery - UN Agencies 
Reconstruction and Restoration of Livelihoods - ADB/World Bank 

Assessment Team 

Table 4.2.1: An estimated breakdown of costs associated with relief, recovery, and 
reconstruction following the 2005 earthquake in Pakistan [21]. 

3 Values have been converted from Rupee (Rs.) Million to US$ Million from Table 1 in the referenced 
work. 
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5. REGIONAL DAMAGE TO STRUCTURES 

One of the most disturbing facts about the Kashmir earthquake, or any disaster for 

that matter, is the collapse and destruction of engineered structures. Although many 

buildings are not equipped to handle the extreme loading conditions presented by 

abnormal flooding or land-sliding, other conditions such as ground motion should be well 

quantified by means of seismic zone mapping and seismic instrumentation. The structures 

considered, engineered and non-engineered, are categorized into three forms: residential 

structures, medical and educational facilities, and infrastructure. Most referenced 

structural damage was observed and documented by the Mid-America Earthquake 

Reconnaissance team [15]. 

5.1 Residential Structures 

The majority of the residential structures that experienced severe damage and 

collapse were constructed using mud, stone, brick or masonry as the support walls, and a 

combination of both wood trusses and concrete slabs for the roof. These housing units 

were generally located in the rural, northern regions of Pakistan. Due to the heavy roof 

loading, large inertial forces were formed from the ground motion. This, combined with 

the lack of connectivity between the slab and the walls, caused the walls to separate from 

the roof and cause collapse. In the case of the stone wall construction, the walls simply 

crumbled during the shaking resulting in collapse of the entire structure. 

While these techniques were more prevalent in extreme rural areas, the more 

accessible regions consisted of an increase in semi-engineered structures. Although these 

structures faired relatively well, there were still many that suffered damage and collapse 
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as seen from Figure 5.1.1, likely attributed to poor construction practices, lack of 

detailing, and minimal seismic consideration [15]. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.1.1: (a) Failure of a ground floor column in Muzaffarabad; (b) Damage to an inner street in 
Muzaffarabad; (c) Another example of the failure of a ground floor column. (Photos courtesy of the Mid-
America Earthquake Reconnaissance team [15]) 

5.2 Health and Educational Facilities 

As a result of the earthquake, there was considerable damage to the public 

infrastructure in Pakistan, with roughly 6,000 schools destroyed and almost 80% of all 

health facilities damaged [22]. The health and educational infrastructure was at extreme 

risk and the consequences were exceptionally severe. Approximately 574 health facilities 

were damaged, and with some total collapses, the majority of which occurred within the 

rural regions of northern Pakistan, in the city of Muzaffarabad [21]. Many included 

ground floor car parking areas seen in Figure 5.2.1, which resulted in concentrated 

deformation on the soft storey [15]. Some of the reinforced concrete framed structures 

revealed reinforcement details that lacked proper confinement and continuity and most 
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damage could be attributed to these beam-to-column connection defects, as well as 

violations in lateral stiffness design and flexible soft storey [15]. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.2.1: (a) A view of a military hospital in Muzaffarabad and a ground soft storey collapse; (b) 
Collapse of a Secondary School supporting wall. (Photos courtesy of the Mid-America Earthquake 
reconnaissance team [15]) 

5.3 Infrastructure 

In the earthquake affected areas, the majority of bridges were either multi-span 

reinforced concrete or suspension structures. The former were constructed of single or 

multi-span reinforced concrete decks supported on reinforced concrete columns or walls 

[18]. These bridges experienced sliding as a result of minimal lateral restraint, and in 

some cases, one or more bridge girders were seen hanging freely off the side of the 

supports [15]. There was often damage in the form of crushing of abutments and 

expansion joints due to the lack of expansion gaps between the decks [15]. The 

suspension bridges were constructed using a wood deck supported on steel beams, which 

were suspended on either side by steel cables [18]. These bridges were typically used for 

pedestrian crossing, and the majority of damage to these structures involved shearing of 

the tower foundation or collapse of the supporting towers [18]. 
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Figure 5.3.1: (a) A bridge in Balakot that experienced significant lateral movement at the supports; (b) 
The same bridge with the left girder handing freely off the support edge. (Photos courtesy of the Mid-
America Earthquake reconnaissance team [15]) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.3.2: (a) A collapsed suspension bridge due to land sliding; (b) An example of a typical bridge 
abutment failure. (Photos courtesy of the Mid-America Earthquake reconnaissance team [15]) 

Roads and highways leading up the mountainous regions, many of which were the 

only means of accessing these remote locations, were destroyed by landslides as a result 

of the intense shaking [21]. Water shortages and water related diseases were prevalent 

following the earthquake [21]. Around 75% of the water distribution methods for these 

under-developed rural regions in Pakistan were dependent on gravity systems, drawing 

the water from well sources. And in many cases, these systems were already in poor 

condition, only to be worsened by the ground shaking [21]. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.3.3: (a) Failure of a retaining wall in Balakot; (b) A vertical road rupture on a road, north of the 
city of Muzaffarabad. (Photos courtesy of the Mid-America Earthquake reconnaissance team [15]) 

In the North West Frontier Province (NWFP) of Pakistan, it is estimated that 

25,000 households may have lost their sanitation facilities [21]. These figures suggest 

that the infrastructure in rural areas of developing countries is at enormous risk to natural 

disasters. Considering that developing areas are affected most by disasters, leads to the 

conclusion that infrastructural components such as water supply, health facilities, and 

road access are extremely vulnerable during, and after a catastrophic event. 
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6. RESPONSE TO THE EARTHQUAKE 

As mentioned in the previous section, Pakistan has been faced with enormous 

costs associated with losses, relief and reconstruction as a result of the 2005 earthquake. 

The US$3.5 billion cost of reconstruction alone constitutes more than two thirds of the 

overall cost [21]. A breakdown of estimated costs of reconstruction according to sector 

can be seen from Figure 6.1 below. As seen from the figure, the reconstruction costs 

associated with the private housing sector are the most extensive at a value of 

approximately US$1.55 billion [21]. 

Education US$472 mi l -

Health USS303 mil 1 

Environment Public administration j 
US$151 mil A 

Private Housing 
US$1,552 mil 

US$72 mil / 
r-Transport US$416 mil 

Water Supply and 
/"Sanitation US$32 mil 

/ .^-Irrigation US$10 mil 
/ / Energy, Power and 
r Fuel US$40 mil 

V Agriculture and 
1 Livestock USS300 mil 

?7 \ Industry and Services 
/ US$155 mil 

Figure 6.1: A breakdown of the estimated costs of reconstruction by sector according to the World 
Bank and Asian Development Bank in 2005 [21]. 

6.1 Local and Government 

Prior to the Kashmir earthquake of 2005, Pakistan lacked adequate governing 

institutions to regulate natural disaster operations such as relief, rescue or evacuation 

procedures. In the event of any natural hazard emergency in Pakistan, the Pakistan Army 

is called upon to provide relief [23]. There is a consensus in the country that disaster 
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management is the responsibility of the Army, primarily a result of its overall strength on 

account of manpower, transportation, and communications [23], In the wake of the 2005 

Kashmir earthquake, the Government of Pakistan responded swiftly, deploying two army 

divisions to the affected regions, and setting up staging posts for facilitation and 

distribution of relief materials [21]. By November l l l , 2005, approximately one month 

following the earthquake, the Pakistan government had distributed 350,000 tents, 3.2 

million blankets, 3,000 tons of medicine, and in addition, set up multiple army medical 

supply teams in the affected northern areas [21]. 

In response to the earthquake, the government was faced with the realization of 

the country's lack of preparedness during a natural disaster. Consequently, the President 

established multiple organizations in response to the earthquake that would assist 

previously established institutions in disaster management strategies. An organization 

known as the Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) was 

established following the earthquake to assist in repairing and rebuilding infrastructure 

such as government buildings, schools, hospitals and housing [21]. This organization is 

responsible for the implementation of programs, projects and policy, as well as seismic 

zone mapping and other aspects of preparation for reconstruction [23]. Other 

organizations such as the National Disaster Management Commission (NDMC) and 

Authority (NDMA) were implemented by the President to act as the regulating body for 

disaster management [23]. Organizations such as the Geological Survey of Pakistan, the 

Pakistan Engineering Council (PEC) and the Pakistan Meteorological Department 

(PMD), established years before the earthquake, work with the government of Pakistan 
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and these newly formed institutions by establishing potential hazards of earthquakes, as 

well as instituting standards for engineering production [23]. 

6.2 International 

Preliminary reports estimate the support by international organizations was about 

US$2.5 billion [21]. Within weeks of the disaster, the World Bank approved financing of 

US$200 million in order to assist the government in meeting emergency expenditure 

requirements [21]. The United Nations participated by deploying a team known as 

Disaster Assessment and Coordination (UNDAC) which provides technical assistance to 

Pakistan by assessing and managing the international response [21]. Many of the 

agencies involved have responded not only by means of relief and rescue, but also in the 

development of a disaster management plan. The United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP) carried out a survey on the preparedness of Pakistan during natural 

disasters. The program ultimately led to the proposal of a disaster management authority, 

which was later put into effect by the President in the form of the Natural Disaster 

Management Commission (NDMC) and Authority (NDMA) [23]. 
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7. RECONSTRUCTION EFFORTS 

7.1 Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015 

Recently, the rise in awareness of the danger of natural disasters has yielded 

disaster reduction strategies that are becoming more and more prevalent around the 

world. Accordingly, in January 2005, approximately 4,000 representatives from 

government agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and academic institutions 

gathered at the second World Conference on Disaster Reduction in Kobe, Japan and 

concluded talks regarding a plan known as the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005-2015 

[24]. This framework draws upon a pre-existing plan known as the Yokohama Strategy 

which was implemented in 1994, and focuses on strengthening resilience of nations and 

communities during disasters for the decade 2005-2015 [25]. Published by the 

International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR), it sets forth goals and guidelines 

for communities and countries to achieve a substantial reduction in disaster losses for 

social, economic and environmental assets. Achievement of this, as described 

specifically in the framework, can be obtained by implementing five specific priorities 

for action: making disaster risk reduction a priority, improving risk information and 

early warning, building a culture of safety and resilience, reducing the risks in key 

sectors, and strengthening preparedness for response [24]. 

7.2 Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) 

As mentioned previously, the Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation 

Authority of the Government of Pakistan was put into operation following the earthquake 

to assist in the reconstruction effort by means of implementing policy and programs, and 

repairing and rebuilding the affected infrastructure. This authority was commissioned to 
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undertake operations in the affected areas of Pakistan, as well as the Azad Jammu and 

Kashmir (AJK) regions and has become the governing body for future development [26]. 

All individual programs and schemes developed for these regions must be identified by 

the ERRA and district reconstruction units within the specified regions before 

implementation [26]. Even after approval, the ERRA ultimately remains responsible for 

monitoring and evaluating the progress of activities by the reconstruction agencies [26]. 

Through this program, the ERRA and District Reconstruction Agencies of NWFP 

and AJK, as well as a private engineering consultant known as National Engineering 

Services Pakistan (NESPAK), have issued seismic zoning maps, as well as strategies and 

design plans for housing, educational, and healthcare facilities. Within these proposals, 

there are specifications for constructing both urban and rural housing units using timber 

and masonry materials, as well as general layouts for schools and hospital facilities. 

Because the majority of the affected housing units were in the rural, mountainous regions 

of northern Pakistan, the ERRA has established construction guidelines for these site-

specific regions, utilizing local building techniques while still maintaining a level of 

seismic safety. In the general manual, there are guidelines for new houses as well as 

techniques for rehabilitation of damage to the existing. Foundation, wall, seismic 

strengthening, and roof construction are just a few of the many guidelines listed in the 

report. 

7.3 Building Code Provisions 

The constant monitoring and improvement of building codes can provide a 

foundation for mitigating earthquake risk. In fact, the majority of the high death tolls 

from earthquakes can often be credited to the lack of proper building regulations or the 
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lack of enforcement of such regulations, particularly in under-developed countries [27]. 

Accordingly, it is important to note the fact that enforcement of local building codes in 

the United States has dramatically reduced the number of casualties due to a disaster; 

however, these regulations have not and will not reduce the large financial losses 

associated with earthquakes [27]. 

The International Code Council (ICC) is a U.S. based association dedicated to the 

development of building codes used for commercial and residential structures [28]. The 

ICC was established to develop a set of model construction codes to allow architects, 

engineers and contractors the ability to work with a consistent, enforceable set of 

requirements [28]. After the earthquake in 2005, the decision was made to thoroughly 

evaluate the current Pakistan Building Code, which was issued in 1986 and based on the 

current Uniform Building Code (UBC) at that time. NESPAK Consultants was assigned 

with the task of updating and revising the code with respect to seismic provisions, with 

help from the ICC, according to the Pakistan Engineering Council [28, 29]. The task was 

to be completed in three stages: development of preliminary seismic parameters and 

criteria for earthquake resistant design of buildings for the Islamabad and Rawalpindi 

areas; detailed recommendations for seismic and earthquake resistant design for the entire 

country; and preparation of a comprehensive Building Code for Pakistan [29]. The 

Pakistan Engineering Council appointed a Core group, which consisted of engineers from 

academia and industry, to complete the evaluation of the revised code [29]. 

The Uniform Building Code (UBC) was modified drastically after the 1994 

earthquake in Northridge, California. One of the most drastic alterations involved 

improved classification of soil parameters, primarily due to the effect that different soils 
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can have on the response of a building. Design values for calculation consist of 

coefficients for corresponding seismic zones, from 1 being the least hazardous to 4 being 

the most hazardous, that assist in applying the appropriate design base shear to the 

structure. 

The elastic design procedure for earthquakes in the 1997 UBC makes use of the 

fundamental concepts of structural dynamics, utilizing a design response spectrum 

analysis, by translating these values into an equivalent static force based on the 

fundamental (natural) period of the structure. This method encompasses the total weight 

of the structure, the probability of seismic ground motion, the distance to nearest fault, 

the fundamental period, and the importance of the structure to estimate the applied force. 

This total base shear force, V, is then calculated by the following equation [30]: 

V = — W 
RT 

(1) 

where Cv = the seismic coefficient based on the soil profile and zoning factor, / = the 

importance factor based on the functionality of the structure, R = the lateral-force-

resisting coefficient, T= fundamental period, and W= the total weight of the structure. 

Design Response Spectra 
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Figure 7.3.1: The general design response spectra as specified in the 1997 UBC [30]. Values for 
Cv and Ca are associated with velocity and acceleration sensitivity of the structure, respectively. 
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This base shear force, V, is a percentage of the total weight of the structure, and is 

distributed to each floor, x, by the equation: 

_ {V - Ft)Wxhx 
Fx (2) 

^ Wiht 

where hx = the height from base to floor ' x \ wx = the lumped weight at floor 'x', Ft= the 

assumed additional lateral force acting at the top of the structure, and V= the total base 

shear force 4. These forces may be viewed as the equivalent lateral static forces which 

produce the same, maximum effects as the ground shaking. 

7.4 Seismic Hazard Mapping 

Seismic hazards are well quantified in the UBC for the United States. The 1997 

edition of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) also developed a list of seismic zones for 

large cities around the world. Peshawar, the largest city in the North West Frontier 

Province of Pakistan, is situated in a seismic zone that can be considered one of the most 

active in the world [31]. Accordingly, the UBC has placed Peshawar in Zone-4, 

corresponding to Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) values of 0.4g, joining the likes of 

California, Japan and Turkey in the most severe of earthquake zones in the world [31]. 

Though the UBC lists Peshawar in the highest of seismic hazard zones, many other 

sources reflect conflicting perspectives as to the classification of seismic zoning for this 

and other regions in Pakistan. 

4 The force Ft is intended to approximate the contribution of higher modes of vibration of a structure. 
However, for structures with a relatively low fundamental period, T<0.7sec, the force F, can be neglected. 
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SEISMIC ZONES OF PAKISTAN » TZ* 

" 5 «& itT 60* W 
Pakistan Meteorological Department 

Figure 7.4.1: A seismic zoning map of Pakistan issued, prior to the 2005 Earthquake, by the 
Pakistan Meteorological Department [53]. (Map courtesy of the Pakistan Meteorological 
Department) 

In 1992, the United Nations launched a program to reduce the risk of disasters 

around the world known as the Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program (GSHAP). 

In the report published in December 1992, multiple maps of seismic risk zones were 

released, which revealed PGA values with a 10% probability of exceedance in 50 years. 

According to this map, the region of Peshawar was represented as a "Moderate Hazard 

Zone" which corresponded to PGA values of 0.16g to 0.24g [31]. The Meteorological 

Department of Pakistan provides a map of PGA values for Peshawar which displays 

values of 0.05g to 0.067g, analogous to "Minor Damage Zone", which can be seen from 

the Figure 7.4.1. All of these maps and subsequent values were issued before the 2005 

earthquake. However, in response to the recent earthquake in 2005, the government 

revised the current hazard map, which can be seen in Figure 7.4.2. This map reflects 

regional tectonics, differing from other maps which use only observed seismicity [32]. 
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Figure 7.4.2: A recently published seismic zoning map issued by the Government of Pakistan in 
response to the 2005 earthquake [32]. Zoning and design coefficients correspond to values listed in the 
UBC. (Zone 4 (red) being the most hazardous and zone 1 (blue) being the least) 

It can be seen from the maps that the city of Islamabad, which is only about 100 

km from the epicenter, is located in a "Moderate Hazard" zone according to the Pakistan 

Meteorological Department and in Zone 2B by the recently issued hazard map by the 

Government of Pakistan. This city experienced collapsed multi-story structures, and yet 

the seismic hazard maps only reflect this area as a generally "moderate" seismic zone. 

Most importantly, however, is not that the map reflects a "moderate" hazard, but the fact 

that there was no increase in seismic hazard despite the severe structural damage in the 

city. 

Understandably, some of the maps were created prior to the 2005 earthquake. 

But even the revised hazard map reflects a moderate seismic hazard for Islamabad and 
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even Karachi, which some researchers argue has a striking resemblance to the tectonic 

setting of Zone 4 such as Los Angeles, California [32]. Following the Bhuj earthquake 

in 2001, Karachi was reassigned to zone 4 despite some strong opposition from the 

Karachi Building Control Authority [32]. Despite the change, the new map issued by the 

Government of Pakistan shows a reduction in seismicity for Karachi back down from 

Zone 4 to Zone 2B. 

Fault locations in Northern Pakistan can be seen from the Figure 7.4.3. Notice the 

extension of the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) from the east across to the west in close 

proximity to the cities of Muzaffarabad, Abbottabad, Islamabad, and Peshawar. 

According to the recently published seismic hazard map, which can be seen in Figure 21, 

only the city of Muzaffarabad is placed in zone 4 corresponding to the highest seismic 

hazard. The city of Abbottabad is placed in zone 3, and the cities of Islamabad and 

Peshawar are placed in zone 2B. 
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0. SO =3100 Km 

Figure 7.4.3: A map indicating the location of multiple fault lines distributed through the northern regions 
of Pakistan [33]. The Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) fault, highlighted in red, can be seen extending in 
close proximity to the city of Muzaffarabad, where the 2005 earthquake struck. 

The importance of realistic seismic hazard mapping is demonstrated by the 

seismic base shear calculation procedures in the UBC. Accuracy in these design forces is 

determined based on the assumption that the seismic hazard in the area is well quantified. 

The associated design coefficients take into consideration the seismic zoning factor, 

nearness to fault, and coefficients based on the soil characteristics. If maps are not 

properly zoned based on seismic hazard, then structures could be dangerously under 

designed for the next earthquake. 
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8. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE 

8.1 Description of Structures 

Particular focus in this study has been given to an existing reinforced concrete 

structure in Abbottabad, Pakistan that was subjected to the 2005 earthquake. The 

structural frame of the building was constructed prior to the shaking, however there were 

no loading conditions other than the dead load of the structure (ie., non-structural 

components, live loads, etc.) when the earthquake struck. 

Figure 8.1.1 (Left): A picture of the Ryadh center taken during the MAE reconnaissance trip to Pakistan 
following the earthquake in 2005. (Photo courtesy of the MAE Reconnaissance team) 
Figure 8.1.2 (Right): A 3-dimensional SAP2000 computer model of the Ryadh structure used for analysis. 

Ryadh Center 

4-Storey Reinforced Concrete Structure 

Concrete Strength, f 'c ! ~ 3000 psi 

Steel Yield Strength, Fy -60,000 psi 

Storey Height ~ 10.5 ft 

Table 8.1.1: The assumed properties of the structure used in analysis, and based on field inspections 
(Values courtesy of reconnaissance trip by the Mid-America Earthquake Center team in 2005) 

The seismic response of the structure was evaluated using a non-linear dynamic 

time history analysis with SAP2000 structural analysis program. Since this particular 
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structure was located in Abbottabad, records were reconstructed and the components of 

the ground motion from these records in the NS, EW and Vertical directions can be seen 

from Figure 8.1.3 (a). In addition, records from other major earthquakes are used to 

obtain a better understanding of how the building would have responded had it been 

subjected to different ground accelerations, fault mechanisms and durations. 

Measures of response were characterized by local and global limit state 

definitions. Of particular importance were the individual capacity and curvature ductility 

levels of members, as well as the inter-storey drift ratios and acceptance based on 

serviceability and collapse prevention criteria, which are described in detail in the 

following sections. 

The Ryadh center is a reinforced concrete structure with one-way concrete slabs 

supported on reinforced concrete beams. The concrete is assumed to have a compressive 

strength of about 3000 psi. The first floor contains masonry in-filled walls which span 

between the columns in both directions. The exterior columns are rectangular and 

approximately 18"x 9" in size with 10 no. 7 bars uniformly distributed within the section. 

The remaining columns are approximately 14.5"x 9" in size with 8 no. 7 bars. These 

columns are mostly contained within the interior of the structure. Floor plan layout, as 

well as member cross-sections can be seen in Figures 8.1.4 and 8.1.5. Properties of the 

structure including member sizes and reinforcement layouts were obtained during an on-

site investigation of the structure by the Mid-America Earthquake Reconnaissance team 

following the earthquake. 
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Figure 8.1.3 (a): The accelerometer readings in Abbottabad in the North-South, East-West, and 
Vertical directions. (Records courtesy of the Mid-America Earthquake Reconnaissance team [15]) 
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Figure 8.1.3 (b): The accelerometer readings from the Kobe Earthquake in the North-South, East-
West, and Vertical directions. (Records courtesy of the PEER Strong Motion Database [49]) 
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Figure 8.1.3 (c): The accelerometer readings from the Northridge Earthquake in Obregon in the North-
South, East-West, and Vertical directions. (Records courtesy of the PEER Strong Motion Database [49]) 
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Figure 8.1.4: The floor plan for the Ryadh Center. It can be seen from the image that the 
masonry infill walls are only on the first floor and the majority span in the y-direction. 
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Figure 8.1.5: Typical beam and column cross-sections in the Ryadh Center. The beams are 28" 
deep with an effective flange width of about 32", and a bottom width of 9". There are two types 
of columns: an 18"x9" (Column A) and 14.5"x9" (Column B). Both columns have no. 7 
reinforcing bars uniformly distributed within the section. 
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Though many reinforced concrete structures were severely damaged, many of the 

structural collapses occurred in the residential housing sector. Across the North West 

Frontier Province, the earthquake destroyed nearly 203,500 housing units and damaged 

almost 196,000 [21]. The affected housing units were predominately rural, however 

nearly 10 percent of all losses occurred in urban areas [21]. 

8.2 Existing Residential Structures 

Typically, residential buildings in the northern provinces of Pakistan consisted of 

two separate types of construction. Katcha is one construction technique which involves 

mud or stone walls with timber beams supporting a flat thatch or mud roof [15]. The 

other type, Pucca, contains brick masonry walls bonded together using cement mortar, 

with a sheet metal or reinforced concrete slab roof [15]. These particular construction 

techniques were susceptible to collapse, due to the heavy loading on the roof and the lack 

of connectivity to the un-reinforced walls below. The heavy load of the roof attracts 

large inertia forces which can not be offset by the walls, resulting in out of plane failure 

and separation of the roof and walls [15]. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8.2.1: (a) Picture of a collapsed Pucca house, and (b) A collapsed Katcha house in Muzaffarabad 
(Photos courtesy of the Mid-America Earthquake Reconnaissance Team [15]) 
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In some regions of Kashmir, the use of traditional timber-brick masonry 

construction actually resisted the seismically induced lateral forces. One of these forms, 

locally referred to as Dhajji-dewari, utilized timber struts which subdivide the masonry 

infill walls and resist the destruction and degradation of the walls [34]. The use of these 

timber struts prevented the formation of diagonal shear cracks in the masonry as well as 

reduced possibility of out-of-plane collapse. Another traditional and older form of 

construction, known locally as Taq, used large segments of wood as horizontal runners 

embedded in the masonry walls, adding structural rigidity and resistance to lateral forces 

during an earthquake [34]. These techniques proved to be extremely resilient, yielding 

very little damage and no structural collapses in the areas of high shaking [34]. However, 

similar to the areas in the NWFP, most of the structural collapses in the upper regions of 

the North Kashmir Himalayas occurred in stone masonry, by means of the walls 

crumbling apart, and in un-reinforced masonry walls weakened by door and window 

openings [34]. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8.2.2: (a) An example of the Dhajji-dewari construction technique utilizing timber struts spanning 
diagonally and horizontally within the infill walls; (b) An example of the Taq technique that utilizes 
horizontal timber runners along the length of the wall to tie the structure together [34]. 
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8.3 Proposed Designs 

As a result of the earthquake and the poor performance of the traditional forms of 

housing, the ERRA along with NESPAK commissioned designs for new, typical housing 

units for citizens of these regions. The illustrations in Figure 8.3.1 depict examples of 

these existing building types with heavy roof loads and the new housing type with a 

lightweight roof. In case (a), the roof lacks anchorage to the walls and when shaking 

occurs, there is no force to resist the movement of the walls away from the roof and the 

structure collapses. In case (b), the roof is anchored to the walls, but the load bearing 

walls are not capable of resisting the forces, and eventually fail either by the degradation 

of the material and/or the lack of shear capacity. Case (c), however, depicts a case where 

the structure can withstand the deflections and stresses, as the roof is constructed of 

lighter, more flexible material. Because the roof has less mass, it attracts less inertial 

forces thereby decreasing deflections, and increasing flexibility. 

(a) 

(b) 

^tfv<S*^<<&* "ffati 

(c) 

^^m^m^^-iV"^^ (^nlMotion 

Figure 8.3.1: The different types of failures for housing structures with heavy roof loads (a) and (b); 
Case (c) represents the same structure, with a light weight roof [35]. 
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Figure 8.3.2: Shows the contribution of vertical steel reinforcement, properly embedded into the walls, in 
resisting the overturning forces produced during an earthquake [35]. 

The new housing designs can be categorized into three forms, all of which are 

bonded in a cement sand mortar: brick masonry, concrete block masonry, and coursed 

stone masonry. Within these three systems, there are general design guidelines for 

constructing both single-room and double-room housing units. The basic premise behind 

these new construction documents is to ease construction by creating a replicable housing 

plan that utilizes indigenous building techniques and provides sufficient seismic 

resistance. 

GROUND 
MOTION 

EFFECT OF SIMPLE 
STRESS 
REINFORCEMENT 

^__q: 

GROUND 
MOTION 

Figure 8.3.3: Depicts the effects strong ground motion can have on a masonry walled structure without 
confinement (left) and the significant increase in performance of the structure with the use of stress 
reinforcement around the top (right) [35]. 
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As mentioned before, there were major issues with the heavy roof loads and 

keeping the walls from buckling outward and causing the roof to collapse. In response to 

this, these proposed designs have implemented a roof system utilizing lightweight, 

corrugated sheet metal and a simple wood truss spanning from wall-to-wall. This system 

is anchored to walls by a steel anchor strap that is nailed to the truss and embedded into a 

concrete seismic band, which wraps around the top of the walls. The seismic band is 

basically a reinforced concrete beam that ties the load bearing walls together, and 

essentially creates a continuous connection between the roof and the walls. 
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Figure 8.3.4: Typical floor plan (left) and roof plan (right) for housing units in the affected areas of 
Pakistan. (These plans are the prototype drawings for new housing units, courtesy of the ERRA of 
Pakistan). 
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Figure 8.3.5: Typical detail of anchorage of roof truss to masonry wall (left), and an illustration of the 
vertical reinforcing bars embedded at the corners in the brick masonry units (right) [35], 

The housing units are typically 20'xl5' in plan and consist of floor-to-ceiling 

heights around 10'. The dimensions listed in Figure 8.3.4 are used in the computer 

analysis for both the existing and prototype housing. 

8.4 Performance Evaluation Criteria and Limit States 

8.4.1 Ryadh Center 

Criteria for analysis of the Ryadh Center will be based on inter-storey drift values, 

individual capacity of members, and ductility performance. Local ductility levels will be 

measured on an individual member basis, as the estimation of ductility levels of an entire 

structure can become complex. However it cannot be the only criteria to evaluate the 

response of the structure. In addition to individual ductility levels of members, inter-

storey drift ratios will be evaluated against global acceptance criteria for existing concrete 

framed structures, set forth by FEMA 356 [36] and used by Hueste [37] (2007). The 

criterion sets limit states for three specific damage levels: Immediate Occupancy (IO), 
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Life Safety (LS), and Collapse Prevention (CP)5. Each limit state is described with 

corresponding drift limitations listed in Table 8.4.1. 

• Immediate Occupancy (IO): Overall damage is light; No permanent drift; 

Structure substantially retains original strength and stiffness; For concrete frames, 

minor hairline cracking; Limited yielding at a few locations; For secondary 

elements, minor spalling in a few places in ductile columns and beams [36]. 

• Life Safety (LS): Overall damage is moderate; Some permanent drift; Some 

residual strength left in all stories; Gravity and load-bearing elements still 

functioning; For concrete frames, extensive damage to beams; For secondary 

elements, cracking and hinge formation in ductile columns [36]. 

• Collapse Prevention (CP): Overall damage is severe; Large permanent drifts; 

Very little residual strength, however load-bearing elements still functioning; For 

concrete frames, extensive cracking and hinge formation in ductile elements; For 

secondary elements, extensive spalling in columns and severe joint damage [36]. 

Interstory Drift Limitations as defined by FEMA 356 (%) 

IO 

1 

LS 

2 

CP 

4 

Table 8.4.1: The allowable drift, measured as the ratio of the displacement between two floors and the 
total height of the floor, for a specific state of damage defined in FEMA 356 [36, 37]. These limits 
are specific to concrete framed structures. 

The ductility of reinforced concrete is of great importance in seismic resistance as 

high ductility permits energy dissipation through large plastic deformations. Because of 

the ability to dissipate energy, structures with high ductility levels can generally be 

5 The drift limitations defined by FEMA 356 for concrete frame structures assumes that construction 
defects are minimal and local construction techniques are adequate. For many developing regions, these 
drift limitations may need to be modified to more accurately reflect these conditions. 
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designed for less seismic forces. Increased ductility in reinforced concrete members can 

be achieved several ways: increasing confinement and compression reinforcement, 

proper reinforcement detailing and under-reinforcement design, and spreading the 

flexural hinging region. However, ductility of members can be diminished significantly 

by the lack of proper confinement and the presence of a large axial load. 

Ductility relationships can be evaluated at the structure level, member level or 

sectional level, as displacement ductility, JUA, rotational ductility, //& or curvature 

ductility, ^ respectively. Expressions of each are seen below: 

A« Ou 
(3) 

A y 0 y <j)y 

These derived values come from the ratio of the ultimate to the yielding conditions within 

the structure. For example, curvature ductility, ju^ is defined as the ratio of the maximum 

(ultimate) curvature, to the curvature at first yield of the section, which can be seen by 

the diagram in Figure 8.4.1 [38]. 

Figure 8.4.1: Strain/ Curvature relationship, in reinforced concrete, for yield and ultimate conditions [38]. 

Required ductility capacities are constructed based on the type of structural 

system being designed, and are influenced by ground motion data, such as fault depth and 

distance from source. Evaluation criteria for ductility levels and plastic rotation capacity 

will be measured based on the default plastic hinge properties in SAP2000 governed by 
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the simplified equation (4), and evaluated against damage levels specified in the table. 

These values in SAP2000 correspond to the FEMA 356 acceptance criteria for non-linear 

analysis procedures. 

OorA 
(a) Deformation 

Figure 8.4.2: Force-deformation relationship utilized in analysis and defined by FEMA 356 [36]. 

Values in SAP2000 aim to include a range of commonly used plastic hinge 

properties in practice [39]. Examination into the accuracy of these default values is 

evaluated by Inel et al. [39]. Results from the investigation revealed that default values 

and user-defined values represented in SAP2000 were similar for the estimation of the 

yielding state and location of hinging. Damage description for evaluation of curvature 

ductility demands for columns, quantified by Mwafy [40] and used by Kim et al. [20] is 

listed in the Table 4. 

Damage Level 

Curvature Ductility 
Demand 

Negligible 

m<i.o 

Light 

1.0 < m < 3.0 

Moderate 

3.0 < a* < 5.0 

Severe 

5.0<m<13.0 

Collapse 

13<Ht 

Table 8.4.2: A table indicating damage levels corresponding to different levels of curvature ductility [20, 
40]. These damage states are specific to concrete framed structures. 

Estimates of the plastic hinge lengths were evaluated using the simple equation: 

Lp = 0.5H (4) 

where H corresponds to the section depth in the direction of assumed plastic hinging [41]. 
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In addition to the existing frame evaluation, the response was also evaluated with the 

introduction of live loads, in order to investigate the hypothetical response of the building 

had it been fully occupied during the ground shaking. 

8.4.2 Housing Structures 

Analysis of housing structures will be based on the comparison of deflections and 

wall shear stresses at specific points between the existing forms of housing and the 

prototype housing units, both single and multi-storey. Only the dead weight of the 

structure will be included, and values will be calculated using a nonlinear time history 

analysis, with direct integration, to calculate the stresses at discrete time steps. 

Evaluations and suggestions will then be made based on the results. 

The suggested value by UBC '97 for the modulus of elasticity of concrete 

masonry is E = 750*f \n. However, many building materials in under-developed regions 

may not meet common standards. Therefore, material properties of the brick masonry in 

the housing units were based on a study by Qaiser [31] which utilizes a mean 

compressive strength of the brick masonry units at about/ 'm = 690 psi and a modulus of 

elasticity of E = 400*f 'm = 276 ksi. The arrived values were based on testing of brick 

masonry units in the Peshawar region of Pakistan. The mean expression for E is derived 

from testing values ranging from 390 to 444 times the compressive strength of the 

masonry. The maximum allowable shear stress for a shear wall, according to equation 

(7-44) in the 1997 UBC is [30]: 

Fv = 0.3 Jf^m (5) 

For a specified compressive strength off'm = 690 (psi), the maximum allowable 

shear stress will be equal to Fv = 7.88 psi. Generally, the shear strength of masonry is 
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measured by the expression, Fv = fvo + uco"d , which is a function of the shear strength 

without compression stress, fv0 (in psi), coefficient of friction, y.c, and compressive stress 

of the masonry, 04 (in psi) [42]. However, since /uc and a^ are generally determined by 

testing, the simplified value for shear strength will be used and will be the assumed point 

of shear failure for the walls. 

All structures were subjected to three different ground motions and the response 

was documented. The earthquake records and other pertinent information can be seen 

below. 

Reference _ Fault Dist. Fault Depth 
Earthquake N a m e „.„ ()m) ( R m ) 

Kashmir - Abbottabad 

Kobe 

Northridge - Obregon Park 

ABB I 10/8/2005 I 39 I 26 

KOBE ! 1/16/1995 ! 15.5 j 17.9 

j. r .j 
NRO ] 1/17/1994 j 37.9 j 17.5 

7.6 

6.9 

6.7 

PGA(g) 
EW NS Vert 

0.231 j 0.197 

0.243 \ 0.212 

0.355 | 0.563 

0.087 

0.059 

0.115 

Duration 
(sec) 

80.00 

40.96 

40.00 

Table 8.4.3: Selected records used for analysis of structures and corresponding information about fault 
distance, depth, magnitude, PGA, and duration. 
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Figure 8.4.3: Response spectra for the three selected ground motions at 5% damping. 

It can be seen from the spectra that the there is high amplification in the long 

period range from about 0.5 to 2 seconds, for the Abbottabad record. This suggests that 
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there would be a relatively high demand on both long and short-period structures [15]. In 

addition, the largest amplification of the Peak Ground Acceleration is about 4, which far 

exceeds the suggested amplification factor of 2.71 for the 84.1th percentile given by 

Newmark and Hall for 5% damping [43]. 

There are multiple factors that can affect the earthquake ground motion and the 

response of a structure. These factors include the magnitude of the event, the source 

mechanism, the distance to the source, characteristics of the travel path, topography of 

the site, and the local soil conditions. The chosen earthquakes represent a variety of these 

factors, including magnitude, fault mechanism and distance, and soil characteristics. 

8.5 Analysis Results 

8.5.1 Ryadh Center 

Reconnaissance reports revealed that the Ryadh structure was considerably 

deformed in the weak direction with respect to beam orientation and the development of 

the plastic hinges at the 2n floor were clearly evident. Generally, hinging, in columns, 

will first form at the base of the first floor; however in this case, the first floor contained 

multiple masonry infill walls which supplied additional stiffness, and diverted the hinging 

to the floor above. 

The formation of plastic hinging in columns occurs when the applied bending 

moments and corresponding axial load, (Mx, My, P), lie outside the failure envelope on 

the interaction diagram, and in beams when the applied moment, M, is larger than the 

yielding capacity, My. Column interaction diagrams for interior and exterior columns 

about the x and y-axis can be seen from Figure 8.5.2. 
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o59Hftl 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8.5.1: (a) A picture of the Ryadh structure after the earthquake where the vertical line is a 
projection of the lower floor column. Notice the deformation of the 2nd floor column with respect to the 
lower floor, (b) Spalling of the concrete at the formation of the column hinges at the top of the 2nd floor 
columns. 

From analysis, maximum axial loading values are combined with bi-axial bending 

moments from the ground motion and dead load, as well as the case with the live loads. 

Specific columns on the second floor are compared with the capacities of each column 

type. 

P-M Diagram (Column A) P-M Diagram (Column B) 
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Figure 8.5.2: P-M-M Interaction diagrams for Columns A and B, with loading values corresponding to 
Dead and Dead/Live loading conditions. 
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Results show that for each column case, the applied loads lie outside the failure 

planes represented in the interaction diagrams, thus confirming the plastic deformation. 

For the full occupancy loading (live load), the applied loads lie even further outside the 

failure planes for both column types . This was to be expected since the capability of a 

column to handle bending forces decreases with an increase in axial load. 

The capability of a beam or column to sustain these plastic deformations and 

rotations is quantified by measures of ductility. In particular, the plastic deformation is 

characterized by the moment-curvature (M-(f)) relationship. The M-^ curves for the 

columns and beams can be seen from Figure 8.5.3. These values represent the moment 

and corresponding curvature of the typical beam and column types A and B. 

M-(J> Diagram 

Column A (18x9) 
Column B (14.5x9) 
Beams 

1500.0 3000.O 4500.0 

Curvature, (j> (rad/106in) 

6000.0 

Figure 8.5.3: The moment-curvature relationship for columns A and B, as well as the typical beams found 
in the Ryadh Center. Notice the difference in curvature and strength between column A and B, depending 
on the direction of bending. (The two lower curves correspond to weak-axis bending) 

6 The applied live loads were taken as 50 psf for all floor levels, as defined by the UBC 97 in Table 16-A 
for office occupancy. 
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Since the columns on the 2nd floor in the Ryadh Center sustained plastic rotation 

and deformation in the x-direction, these elements will be under consideration. The 

diagrams reveal significant differences in ductility in the columns, depending on the 

orientation of bending. From the plot, it can be seen that the columns have a large 

curvature capacity in one direction, and a relatively small capacity in the other. 

Curvature ductility capacities with bending oriented in the x-direction of the 1 8 x 9 

columns and 14.5 x 9 columns were 7.4 and 8.14, respectively. Ductility demands on 

these members were obtained from SAP2000, and plastic rotation angles based on the 

limit states defined in FEMA 356 were used to calculate the required curvature ductility 

of each column. 

The ultimate rotational capacities were on the order of 0.023 and 0.029 radians, 

for column A and column B, respectively. Using the relationship between curvature and 

rotation, which is a function of the plastic hinge length, Lp, approximate curvature 

demands were calculated at the location of the plastic hinging, using the following 

equation [44]: 

J <j)ds = (j)LP - 6 (6) 

where 6 is the plastic rotation (in radians) and <j) is the curvature (in radians/inch) at the 

point of rotation. Using these curvature values, ductility demands were calculated. The 

analysis revealed a curvature ductility demand of almost 3.3 for the 1 8 x 9 column, and 

2.75 for the 14.5 x 9 column. These values correspond to the light and moderate damage 

level limits defined in the evaluation criteria. Demands increased significantly to 5.75 and 

4.75 for the fully loaded case. These values correspond to the moderate and severe 
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damage level limits. These demands steadily approach the ductility capacity of both 

column types, only providing an additional ductility of about 1 to 2 for each column. 

Figure 8.5.4: A computer model elevation of the Ryadh Center, for the dead load (left) and the fully loaded 
cases (right), illustrating the plastic hinge formation on the second floor columns. Notice the similarities in 
deformations of the structure between the SAP2000 model and actual deformation in Figure 8.5.1 (a). 

Investigation into the inter-storey drift from computer analysis revealed a 

maximum drift ratio on the order of 2.16%, in the x-direction, at the second floor. This 

value exceeds the acceptance criteria set forth by FEMA 356 for immediate occupancy at 

1% and life safety at 2%. For the dead and live load case, the drift ratio at the second 

floor increased dramatically to 3.42%, which well exceeds the immediate occupancy and 

life safety values, and nears the collapse prevention criteria of 4%. The inter-storey ratios 

were also calculated for the Kobe and Northridge earthquake records, which vary in 

magnitude and duration to the Kashmir-Abbottabad record, and corresponding values can 

be seen from the Figure 8.5.6. 

Even though the Ryadh structure maintained stability after the earthquake, there 

was considerable permanent damage to the structure. Since the columns were all oriented 
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in the y-direction, the structure lacked substantial stiffness in the x-direction and 

sustained large plastic rotations and permanent deformations in the columns. 

Accordingly, an additional analysis was performed to see how the building would 

have responded had all of the 'B' 

[f Columns been oriented in the other •: 
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direction, utilizing the stiffness 

from the strong axis bending. This 

scenario reflects minimal changes 

in design, with little or additional 

cost, as opposed, to shearwalls or 

larger columns would be more cost 

effective. 

Figure 8.5.5: Ryadh Structure floor plan with rotated columns. 

Results revealed that there was a significant reduction in the inter-storey drift ratio 

of the second floor columns from 2.16% to 1.46% for the Abbottabad record, which lies 

between the Immediate Occupancy and Life Safety criteria. 
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Figure 8.5.6: ID ratios measured on the Ryadh structure for all three ground motions. 
Figure 8.5.7: ID ratios corresponding to the Ryadh structure for all three ground motions, for the dead 

load only, with all of the 'B' Columns re-oriented in the x direction to provide some additional stiffness. 

Furthermore, only the 'B' Columns sustained significant plastic rotations in the x-

direction, reaching a slightly higher curvature ductility demand of 4.31, corresponding to 

a 'Moderate' damage level. The remaining columns suffered very little plastic rotation. 

Inter-storey drift ratios were also recorded for the Kobe and Northridge record, and the 

results revealed a significant reduction in drift for all floors. All ID ratios can be seen 

from Figures 8.5.6 and 8.5.7. Because of the new orientation of the columns, it would be 

reasonable to say that the structure may have sustained less permanent deformation and 

significant reductions in drift and ductility demands for the majority of the columns. 

8.5.2 Housing Structures 

In addition to the Ryadh Center, four models were constructed in SAP2000 to 

represent the various housing units and construction techniques prevalent in under

developed regions in northern Pakistan. Model A is a typical single storey house with 

un-reinforced brick masonry walls supporting a wood truss roofing system, and Model B 
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is a prototype housing unit issued by the ERRA with moderately reinforced brick 

masonry walls and concrete seismic bands. These models can be seen from Figure 8.5.8 

below. 

Figure 8.5.8: A view of the existing housing structure, Model A (left), in SAP2000, and an isolated view of 
Model B (right), with the seismic bands and columns for the prototype housing. 

Model C is a typical two-storey housing unit with concrete frame, brick masonry 

infill walls, concrete floor, and roof truss; Model D is similar to model C, however the 

two-storey structure is fitted with the concrete seismic bands on both levels. Models A 

and C represent the existing houses and typical construction observed prior to the 

earthquake. Model B and D are identical to Models A and C, respectively, except the 

brick masonry contains some vertical reinforcing bars and concrete seismic bands which 

wrap around the structure at the roof and floor7. 

7 All model dimensions were constructed based on the prototype plan dimensions. All models were 
assumed to be constructed of the same materials (brick masonry) with the same physical and behavioral 
properties. The only differences between the existing and prototype housing models were the addition of 
the concrete seismic bands and vertical reinforcement. 
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Figure 8.5.9: A view of a typical two-storey housing unit, Model C (left) and an isolated view of Model D 
(right) in SAP2000 with the seismic bands. 

From SAP2000, the recorded differences in deflections between Model A and B 

were minor for the Abbottabad record. In fact, the prototype housing unit, Model B, 

tended to have slightly larger deflections than the existing structure, Model A. However, 

the shear stresses in the walls, in both the x and y direction, were considerably lower for 

Model B. It can be seen from Figures 8.5.10 and 8.5.11 that the shear stresses, at the 

point of largest deflection, are concentrated at the corners of the structure in both the x 

and y-directions. In Model A, these stresses far exceed the allowable shear stresses 

defined by equation (5), at nearly 15.5 psi. Model B, however, has similar stresses near 

the corners, but these shear stress values only reach about 5.0 psi. The values in the 

figures are represented as force per unit length. To arrive at the calculated stresses, these 

values were divided by the thickness of the masonry, 9 inches, to obtain units of pounds 

per square inch. 
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Figure 8.5.10: Maximum shear stresses for Model A (left), and Model B (right) at the point of maximum 
deflection due to the X component of the Abbottabad record. 

Model B also exhibited a slightly larger fundamental period than did Model A. 

Though the periods were low and the differences minimal, this was most likely attributed 

to the increased mass of the roof from the concrete seismic bands and masonry infill 

trusses at the top of the structure. Though the computer model revealed negligible 

differences in global deflection of the structure, there were some visible differences in the 

overall behavior of the structure. For Model A, the walls moved as if independent from 

the structure, while Model B exhibited movement as a single unit. The structural 

confinement and 'frame action' allowed Model B to maintain seismic resisting capacity, 

even if the walls fail in shear. Whereas Model A collapses when the roof truss anchorage 

breaks and the walls can no longer handle the forces. 
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Figure 8.5.11: Maximum shear stresses in Model A (left) and Model B (right) at the point of maximum 
deflection due to the Y component of the Abbottabad record. 
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Figure 8.5.12: Examples of extensive cracking in brick masonry walls. Results from the computer models 
reveal high shear stresses in the corners of the walls and wall-to-wall joints, similar to the cracking in the 
photos. (Photos courtesy of the MAE Reconnaissance team) 

Figure 8.5.12 shows some infill wall cracking in a structure in Muzaffarabad (left) 

and a wall corner failure in a structure in Mansehra (right). Shear cracks formed from the 

corners and extended towards the center of the walls on the structure in Muzaffarabad. 

However, with the presence of the concrete frame (left), the structure still maintains 

enough strength to remain stable, and residents have enough time to evacuate. The 

structure in Mansehra sustained similar cracking to the wall corners, and the pictured 

damage seems to support the computer model output, with concentrated stresses near the 

top corners of the wall. 

Similar results were recorded for the two-storey structures. With the presence of 

the concrete bands, Model D saw slightly lower shear stresses than Model C at 10.0 psi 

Q 

and 23.4 psi, respectively . The concentration of stresses near the corners of the structure 

in Model C, and the reduction of these stresses in Model D were similar to the results 

found in the single storey units. 

Though the colored contours represented by the models are similar from the figures, actual values in the 
corners and along the wall edges from measurements in SAP2000 models were found to be less for the 
model with seismic banding. 
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8.6 Discussion of Results 

Though the Ryadh Center survived the earthquake, there was some permanent 

damage to nearly all of the second floor columns. The computer analysis yielded drift 

ratios that slightly exceeded the life safety criteria set forth by FEMA 356, and confirmed 

the results observed in the field, as well as the description of damage for "Life Safety" in 

FEMA 356. For the fully occupied case (live load), the analysis revealed significantly 

larger drift ratios for the second floor columns, nearing the collapse prevention limits. 

Severe damage or collapse may have occurred had this building been fully occupied 

during the earthquake. 

On the local level, column ductility allowed for some rotation and curvature, and 

calculated demand on the columns supports the field observations. For the dead load 

case, curvature ductility demands were measured at around 3, and about 5 to 6 for the 

fully loaded case. Though the columns still had some residual ductility capacity, these 

values fell into the moderate to severe damage limit state. In addition, from field 

observations, there seemed to be no shear failures in any of the columns of the structure. 

This suggests that the transverse reinforcement in the columns was sufficient, despite the 

presumed low strength of the concrete. 

The duration of an earthquake can have a significant effect on the inelastic 

response, considering the structure deforms beyond the elastic state, and the 

corresponding amount of permanent deformation. Given the extended duration of the 

Abbottabad earthquake record, it is reasonable to say that this factor may have 

contributed to the large deformations. Accordingly, the drift ratios for the Northridge 

earthquake yield values that are considerably lower than they Abbottabad record. 
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It is also known that a significant increase in axial loads will decrease the flexural 

and ductility capacity of a member. It was shown on the interaction diagrams that the 

occupied building significantly increased the axial loading and thereby decreased the 

flexural strength. And from the computer model there was a significant increase in 

ductility demand in the live load case. This increase in demand, along with the increase 

in axial loading, may have caused the structure to experience more damage and even 

collapse had it been fully loaded during the earthquake. 

Though the structure did not collapse, reconnaissance reports and computer 

analysis revealed that the building sustained some permanent drift and deformation of 

columns. Simple modifications to the building layout and column properties may have 

prevented this deformation, and may have made it more resilient to large earthquakes. 

From the floor plan, it can be seen that the structure had varying bay dimensions and the 

columns were all oriented in one direction. This orientation of the columns seemed to be 

the most detrimental, mostly due to the fact that columns were rectangular and all of the 

stiffness was in one direction. This could have been eliminated by increasing the width 

of the columns in the weak direction, using square columns instead of rectangular, or re

orienting some of the columns. 

Analysis into the housing units revealed minimal differences in deflections. 

However, investigation into shear stresses between structures revealed that the prototype 

housing units produce lower shear stresses than the existing structures. The presence of 

the concrete bands seemed to have a dramatic effect in reducing stresses in both single 

and double storey units by transferring some of the forces into the concrete frame, which 

is more efficient in resisting shear. Though Models B and D still revealed high shear 
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stresses in the comers, the integrity of the structure is still maintained and avoids collapse 

because of the presence of the concrete frame. 

Another noticeable factor between the models was the manner in which the walls 

moved in relation to the building. For Models A and C, the walls moved as if they were 

independent of the structure; however, Models B and D showed a controlled, unified 

movement. This movement supports the use of continuous seismic bands around the top 

perimeter of the structure. It prevents the walls from buckling outward and provides the 

structure some much needed seismic resistance in the form of a ductile, reinforced 

concrete frame. 

The purpose of this analysis was to numerically portray the observed response of 

typical prototype structures using computer modeling and analysis. These techniques 

proved to be quite helpful in understanding how a poorly detailed, low strength structure 

will perform when exposed to a high magnitude earthquake. The analysis showed that 

applications of calibrated computer models can realistically predict how a structure will 

perform. 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REDUCING SEISMIC RISKS 

Strategies for reducing risk from various forms of natural disasters have been 

proposed and commonly researched in recent years. With the rise in awareness and 

understanding of natural disasters, more recent strategies aim to improve resilience by 

identifying potential risk and vulnerabilities that exist, and issuing priorities for action. 

For instance, the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR) 

issued a plan, the Hyogo Framework for Action, in response to the growing concerns 

regarding the impacts of natural disasters on communities, individuals, and development 

[24]. 

9.1 Capacity Building 

A common theme in most risk reduction strategies is the concept of capacity 

building. Capacity building can be characterized as the recognition of constraints that 

resist development in a society, and the implementation of specific solutions that oppose 

these constraints and benefit overall development. In most developing countries, these 

constraints can be broken down into three categories: technical, economical, and social9. 

Effective capacity building, as a whole, recognizes these needs and develops solutions 

that ultimately mitigate risk for vulnerable countries. 

The following sections represent considerations that need to be addressed for 

developing countries to improve preparedness before, and resilience after an earthquake. 

Focus will embrace the overall concept of capacity building, as well as considerations for 

education, building techniques and analysis, and fragility development that can assist in 

achieving these goals. 

Though the contribution of politics, economics and society is relevant, only technical issues and solutions 
directly related to issues in structural engineering will be investigated in this study. 
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9.2 The Need to Educate 

Because developing countries are the most affected during a natural disaster, it is 

imperative to build a culture within these regions that recognizes the importance of risk 

reduction. This culture of reducing risk can be developed by directing efforts toward 

education. Educating the public on appropriate risk reduction strategies can be an 

effective tool, however it must be done in a way which the public can relate. The manner 

upon which it is communicated to specific cultures must be done by means of culturally 

appropriate materials. With the formation of the ERRA, Pakistan has directed efforts on 

rehabilitation and reconstruction using these techniques. Recent documents issued by the 

ERRA describe and illustrate procedures for building safer homes. Specifically, 

compliance documents were issued which list general guidelines, construction standards, 

defects in construction, step-by-step construction procedures, and measures for 

improving problematic site conditions. There exist recently published posters which 

illustrate proper construction guidelines along with material guidelines for manufacturers. 

Efforts such as these can provide massive amounts of pertinent information about the 

importance of risk reduction. Ultimately, these efforts aim to reduce losses both 

physically and economically by creating a culture of awareness through concentrated 

efforts of preparation, and a reduced focus on response. 

It is essential to inform communities about the things they can do to prevent 

catastrophe, such as building collapses, by teaching them easy-to-follow techniques of 

construction. If these measures are implemented, response and reconstruction efforts can 

be minimized. Developing countries like Pakistan will be able to cope with natural 
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disasters because there will be less financial loss, and therefore less time and money 

needed to restore the community. 

9.3 Understanding Building Practices 

From an engineering standpoint, there are a number of measures an under

developed country can take to mitigate seismic risk. These critical issues include, but are 

not limited to, updating building codes, installing seismic instrumentation, and 

developing realistic seismic hazard maps. A realistic hazard map and up-to-date building 

code are two basic strategies that can reduce seismic vulnerability considerably. As was 

described previously, prior to the Kashmir earthquake, there were several regulatory 

organizations in Pakistan that had issued seismic hazard maps, and almost all of them had 

opposing PGA values for specific areas. Instead, one agency should be responsible for 

creating a reliable map and unified building code, recognized and used by all engineers. 

This will clear all doubts about which code should be used, and which PGA values a 

particular area should be designed for. 

In addition, specific consideration needs to be given for important structures such as 

schools and hospitals. For instance, California is unique in the fact that it has adopted 

several seismic code requirements regarding important structures such as schools and 

hospitals. Specific regulations such as the Field Act of 1933 were created to ensure that 

students were safe in schools, and enforced strict seismic design criteria, as well as an 

extensive plan-checking program [27]. In addition, the Hospital Safety Act of 1972 was 

put in place to ensure that hospital patients were protected and that the services would be 

available after a disaster. Specific safety measures similar to these and importance 

factors in the UBC should be taken in order to reduce the risk to schools and hospitals. 
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For an engineer, a properly designed building is only half of the equation. The 

other half involves construction and assurance that the building will be built to 

specifications. This guarantee typically involves an on-site inspector, who closely 

monitors the construction process to make sure all general guidelines and specifications 

are met. Continual monitoring and enforcing of building designs is essential to creating a 

resiliency and is an issue in developing countries. It is important that each local 

government have the resources that can protect lives. For example, local agencies must 

be formed to keep up-to-date information on building technology, as well as to regulate 

building practices; especially for important structures such as schools and hospitals that 

will be lifelines for post-disaster recovery. 

Despite the lack of inspections, the properties of the construction materials can also 

lead to structural vulnerability. It was documented in the Ryadh structure, seen in Figure 

8.5.1(b), that the beams and columns showed significant "honeycombing" effect. This 

generally occurs due to lack of proper vibration, low-slump concrete or other flaws in the 

mixing of concrete. To counter these issues, specifications on transporting, and handling 

of materials should be clearly understood and properly enforced by on-site inspections. 

9.4 Evaluation of Structures 

The development of culturally appropriate construction guidelines and techniques 

is an effective way to maintain structural integrity. Specifically, the housing designs 

issued by the ERRA have laid the foundation for Pakistan and its ability to mitigate 

losses during the next earthquake. Collapse in these housing units were due, in part, to 

the use of heavy roofing systems and the lack of anchorage between the roof and 

supporting walls, as was described previously. However, the proposed housing designs 
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have aimed to mitigate these types of failures, creating a simple structure that reduces the 

high shear stresses that cause wall failures and roof collapses by the use of seismic bands 

and vertical reinforcement embedded in the walls. These bands essentially tie all of the 

walls together, eliminating buckling and crumbling of the walls, while the vertical 

reinforcement provides anchorage to the foundation and a means of transferring 

overturning forces during an earthquake. In fact, many of the housing structures in the 

Kashmir region that withstood the earthquake consisted of similar confinement 

techniques, utilizing wooden diagonal struts and horizontal runners integrated into the 

masonry walls. This technique is essentially the same as the proposed seismic bands in 

Pakistan, except that these new techniques involve concrete beams instead of wooden 

struts. 

Computer analysis, combined with field reconnaissance reports, revealed that the 

lack of seismic detailing was the main contributor to shear failures, and out-of-plane 

buckling of walls. In fact, analysis performed on the existing structures revealed that 

significant shear stresses in the corners of the walls far exceeded the allowable shear 

stress at 7.88 psi, defined by equation (5). On the other hand, results from computer 

modeling for the prototype housing revealed that there was a significant decrease in these 

shear stresses with the use of the seismic beams. 

It was seen from the analysis of the Ryadh structure that the majority of the 

deformation from the earthquake was in one direction. Though this structure did not 

collapse, simple modifications to the building layout may have prevented the sustained 

storey drifts and prevented costly rehabilitation of the structure. These permanent drifts 

were most likely due to the fact that the columns were rectangular and oriented in one 
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direction. These factors resulted in a significant reduction in stiffness in one direction 

and caused permanent deformation of the second storey columns. This outcome could 

have been avoided by either re-orienting some of the columns in the weak direction and 

by eliminating the irregular frame layout, to provide some additional stiffness. In fact, 

further analysis in SAP2000 revealed that if only the 'B' columns had been re-oriented in 

the x-direction, the building would have sustained a significant reduction in the amount 

of drift and permanent deformation. 

Investigation into the Ryadh and existing housing structures provided insight into 

how a structure with minimal seismic resistance will perform during a high magnitude 

earthquake. In fact, in modeling the construction flaws and poor concrete properties, the 

response of the computer model proved to be an accurate representation of the actual 

observed response in the field. One of the most important conclusions, however, is that 

accurate computer modeling could have predicted these failures. It can contribute to 

better design criteria and improved seismic detailing. Vulnerable structures can be 

identified more easily, and rehabilitation measures can then be taken to reduce the 

seismic risk. 

9.5 Regional Fragility Development 

Fragility can be defined as the conditional probability of a specific limit state of a 

system or structural element being exceeded, given a particular set of intensity variables 

[48]. However, this ability to assess vulnerabilities in a structure or element, especially 

in under-developed areas, can be complicated when the availability of information and 

resources is limited. Nevertheless, a framework for assessing the fragility of a structure 
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is defined in this section, drawing on concepts expressed in the research by Ellingwood et 

al. [45] and Choi et al. [46]. 

The development of fragility models in high-seismic zones is extremely useful in 

creating realistic seismic risk assessments of undeveloped regions. Fragility modeling 

captures the uncertainty of a particular component, in this case a specific structural 

system, and the ability to withstand a specified seismic event [45]. The most 

fundamental of equations for a mathematical framework for risk assessment is seen by 

the following expressions: 

P[L] - ^ T ^ ^ P[L | D=d], P[D=d | LS] P[LS | IM=s] P[M=s] (7) 

s LS d 

where P[L] is the probability of a defined loss and P[L | D~d] is the probability of loss, 

given a specified damage state [45]. The expression P[IM=s] represents the likelihood of 

a hazard, P[LS \ IM=s] is a conditional probability of a defined limit state determined by 

structural analysis at the IM hazard level, and P[D=d \ LS] is a conditional probability of 

a damage state describing the damage for the specified structural system [45]. In the 

most basic of terms, the probability of loss, P[L], is a function of the combined 

probabilities of loss due to damage from an earthquake, resulting from the application of 

the total probability theory. 

In the simplest of calculations, the fragility of a structure or component of that 

structure can be computed by explicitly considering uncertainties in the ground motions 

which affect the demand, and uncertainties in the capacity. That is to assume that all 

elements of the structure (concrete, steel, structural detailing, etc.) can be well 

quantified. This is rather presumptuous considering developing regions most likely lack 

proper construction and documentation on most structures. Nonetheless, once the 
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structure has been selected, a suite of ground motions corresponding to a wide range of 

intensities and seismic characteristics should be chosen. 

When defining limit states, it is necessary to select limits based on desired 

performance objectives of the structure. These can generally be defined by either ID 

ratios or ductility. FEMA 356, as seen previously, defines three limit states (Immediate 

Occupancy, Life Safety, and Collapse Prevention), each of which is defined by a different 

performance level for a particular type of construction. In concrete frames, for example, 

FEMA lists the maximum allowable inter-storey drift ratios for 10, LS and CP as 1%, 2% 

and 4%, respectively. Though these limit states are defined for these purposes, careful 

consideration must be given to the defining limit states, especially when limits are not 

explicitly expressed. For instance, the use of FEMA 356 drift limitations for concrete 

framed structures may need to be reduced for developing regions as the structures will 

most likely lack sufficient seismic detailing to justify the use of these limit states. 

Once the suite of ground motions has been chosen and the limit states have been 

defined, the required demand can be calculated. This is done by conducting an analysis 

of the structure, and determining the demand when exposed to each set of ground motion 

data. For example, analysis using a nonlinear time history analysis could be performed to 

arrive at the inter-storey drifts and/or curvature ductility demand estimates. 

Once all of the ground motions have been analyzed, a fragility curve can be 

formed using the following log-normal cumulative probability density function, which is 

often assumed in a fragility analysis, expressed in the report by E. Choi et al. [46]: 

Pf = <D 
ln(& / So) 

4pWpv (8) 
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where $[•] is the standard normal distribution function, Sd is the structural demand, Sc is 

the median value of structural capacity, and (3d and (3C are the logarithmic standard 

deviations for the demand and the capacity, respectively. If specific components were 

selected for analysis, say a column or beam, the curves would indicate which of the two 

is the most fragile. 

It is important to point out that the demand, Sd, and capacity, Sc, are assumed to 

have median values and to be lognormally distributed with dispersion Pd and (3C, 

respectively [47]. The median demand at a specified spectral acceleration, Sa, for 

example, can be approximated in simple form by the expression [47]: 

D = a(Sa)
b (9) 

These parameters of the demand, a and b, are best determined by conducting nonlinear 

analysis and then conducting a regression analysis on ln(D) and ln(Sa) [47]. Application 

of these techniques becomes extremely useful for risk-benefit considerations such as a 

life-cycle cost analysis; however the application and modeling of this can become 

difficult when there exist uncertainties in the cost [45]. For simplicity, one could link 

cost with a specific, defined damage state. 

The most useful of applications for quantifying seismic risk associated with 

developing countries would be to apply these methods regionally. For example, one 

could combine analysis of similar structures within a developing region, and develop 

combined fragility relationships for the area. 
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9.6 Overcoming the Obstacles 

Concepts of risk reduction appear relatively simple, in theory; however, political 

turmoil, economic volatility, demographics, and denial are but a few of the obstacles that 

can inhibit the implementation of such strategies. 

Denial can often be the worst enemy in developing countries. Many people refuse 

to believe that they are at risk to a natural disaster, and live with this false sense of 

security. Unfortunately, it often takes a natural disaster for people to realize this fact. 

Until that happens, developing countries, understandably, would rather spend their 

resources on education, medicine, and supplies. It is difficult to persuade a community, 

with limited resources, to re-distribute funds into preparation and renovation of critical 

infrastructure for a natural disaster that may or may not occur. It is not an issue until it 

affects you directly. But what if there was a way of predicting when and where an 

earthquake would strike? Could this influence a community to concentrate more efforts 

on earthquake preparedness? 

With the increase in technology and knowledge about earthquakes, focus has been 

shifting towards earthquake prediction. Unfortunately, though this seems like a feasible 

solution, earthquake prediction is still probabilistic in nature. No person or computer 

model has the ability to identify earthquakes, by deterministic methods, before they 

happen. And even if we found a way to determine the next large earthquake, there would 

still be no way of avoiding it. Buildings would still collapse, bridges would still be 

destroyed, and water sources would still be contaminated because all efforts were put 

towards prediction, and not preparation. Loss of life may be reduced significantly, but 

residents of communities that have been evacuated often return with no home, job or 
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school to return to. And it could have some unintended consequences. In large urban 

areas, there could be panic in the form of emergency evacuation, looting and the 

widespread breakdown of law and order. In fact, this has been seen on numerous 

occasions during massive evacuations for hurricanes. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 

Understanding economic and political vulnerabilities associated with a 

community is vital for mitigation of risk due to natural disasters; especially in developing 

countries, where financial and political instability can be hazardous to a community in the 

event of a disaster. The correlation between poverty and fatalities after natural disasters 

is evidence that these areas are at constant risk and lack the resources to effectively 

respond to a natural disaster. For developing countries, risk mitigation strategies must 

focus on reasonable solutions. Incorporating indigenous building techniques, developing 

realistic seismic hazard maps, and educating the general public are effective methods to 

reduce risk due to natural disasters. 

It was shown that the tectonics of the northern regions of South Asia, particularly 

Pakistan and India along the Himalayan arc, are at high-risk for major earthquakes. This 

collision of the Indian and Eurasian plates over the last 50 million years has fractured the 

Indian plate into slices and formed what is known as the Indus-Kohistan seismic zone 

beneath the Kashmir basin in northern Pakistan and India. GPS measurements over the 

past decade have revealed collision velocities of 14-16 mm/yr. However, when averaged 

over the entire Himalayan region, it yields velocities less than one-third of that observed 

by GPS in the last decade. These calculated measurements indicate that the missing slip 

corresponds to four, magnitude Mw > 8.5 earthquakes. The magnitude 7.6 earthquake of 

2005 in the Kashmir region, with slip measurements on the order of 4.2 m, caused an 

immense number of casualties and structural damage to the northern regions. Residential 

housing, health and educational facilities, as well as transportation structures such as 
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roads and bridges were all affected, with estimates in total damage costs approaching 

US$5 billion. 

Though the response was swift, realization of the country's lack of preparedness 

for natural disasters motivated the President of Pakistan to establish several regulatory 

agencies to work together to quantify potential seismic hazards, as well as create 

standards for engineering production. One such organization, the ERRA, was created to 

assist in the reconstruction effort by implementing policies and programs that would 

ultimately rebuild the affected infrastructure. With the formation of this organization, 

along with help from outside consultants and the PEC, Pakistan began evaluating the 

current building code and issued a set of seismic provisions to update the design criteria. 

In addition, the government of Pakistan issued an updated seismic hazard map in 

response to the earthquake. 

Accordingly, structural vulnerabilities were evaluated and computer analysis was 

performed for several forms of construction, including a concrete framed structure 

common in Pakistan and typical housing units in rural and suburban communities. 

Investigation into these structures revealed that many of the indigenous building 

techniques lacked adequate seismic consideration. The Ryadh structure proved to have 

enough capacity and ductility to withstand the shaking though it did sustain some 

significant deformations. However, the computer model in SAP2000 also revealed that 

inter-storey drift ratios and curvature ductility demands may have exceeded allowable 

limits, had the structure been fully occupied during the earthquake. These results 

exposed some critical weaknesses in the construction of concrete framed structures. 

These weaknesses could have been avoided quite easily by the use of a regular frame and 
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the re-orientation of some the columns to maintain structural stiffness in both directions. 

In fact, further investigation revealed significant decreases in inter-storey drift ratios 

when the interior columns were rotated to utilize the strong axis bending. This is 

meaningful considering the reorientation of these columns would have come at no 

additional cost of construction, and may have actually reduced rehabilitation costs 

because of the decrease in permanent deformation. 

Similarly, the traditional housing units performed poorly during the earthquake. 

Most of the units were constructed with un-reinforced brick, masonry, and stone, and 

simply crumbled and/or separated from the roof causing total collapse of the structure. In 

response to the poor performance, the ERRA along with NESPAK commissioned the 

design of new prototype housing units which incorporate the use of lighter roof loads, 

seismic bands and vertical reinforcement to provide adequate strength and confinement 

during an earthquake. The use of the seismic bands is a technique that not only increases 

seismic resistance, but is one that has proved effectiveness in large earthquakes, having 

been used by many cultures over the years. 

Computer models showed relatively large shear stresses in the walls of the 

existing structures which far exceed the allowable stresses, while evaluation of the new 

designs revealed a significant reduction in shear stresses. These methods proved useful 

in predicting how a particular structure would respond to a high magnitude earthquake. 

Computer measurements of shear stresses provided understanding into the collapse 

mechanism for the existing housing structures. Additionally, these measurements 

produced a general idea of how the new housing structures would perform during the 

next earthquake. The accuracy of computer modeling in this investigation provided 
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useful insight into predicting how specific types of structures will perform in response to 

large earthquakes, and some basic techniques that can be implemented to improve 

performance. 

In addition to individual capacity measurements, the development of fragility 

relationships can be a useful and most often necessary technique for a realistic risk 

assessment. In the simplest of methods, fragility can be calculated for a particular 

structure, such as a concrete frame or bridge, by selecting and subjecting the structure to 

a suite of ground motions, and measuring the damage. The corresponding fragility curve 

will reveal the probability of damage given a specified range of intensity measure. These 

methods become useful for quantifying risk to a particular structure, as well as risk to a 

collection of structures, regionally. Although, in this particular study, a fragility analysis 

was not performed, the framework for future work has been presented. 

Research and analysis of the response and rehabilitation efforts following the 

Kashmir earthquake has revealed some significant findings: 

• Simple solutions can be the most effective means for mitigating risk in 

developing areas. 

• Relatively simple computer modeling can be utilized to predict the response of 

structures, especially the formation of mechanisms that cause collapse. 

• Minor modifications to building layout, such as the re-orientation of columns, 

can dramatically affect the performance of a structure with little or no additional 

cost. 

• The use of seismic bands in single and multi-storey housing units can 

significantly reduce the shear stresses in poorly constructed masonry. 
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Unfortunately for developing regions, it often takes a natural disaster to realize 

the importance of preparedness, and the implications that it can have on a community. 

Evaluation of the response and reconstruction efforts of Pakistan for the earthquake 

affected Kashmir region has demonstrated this importance, especially when the direct and 

indirect effects, such as the reconstruction costs and loss of life, were so severe. Despite 

the devastation, Pakistan has made large steps in preparing for the next great earthquake 

with help from the International Code Council and local engineering consultants, by 

updating the building code and providing simple housing solutions by utilizing simple 

construction techniques that all citizens can benefit from. The country has focused on 

educating the public about the importance of risk reduction by distributing billboards, 

posters, and general construction guidelines for residents to follow. Though the response 

and reconstruction during this earthquake was effective, it is imperative for other regions 

to understand the importance of preparing risk reduction strategies before the next 

disaster, and not in response to. Accordingly, the concepts presented and the ones 

implemented in response to the Kashmir earthquake not only apply to this disaster, but 

can also be practical to any developing region, seeking seismic risk reduction, around the 

world. 
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11. FUTURE WORK 

The response of large structures to strong ground motion is generally well understood 

in the engineering community. However, for most developing countries, it is the collapse 

of the small, non-engineered homes, schools and businesses that causes the most 

devastation. Further investigation into the overall performance of these structures in 

developing regions would be a valuable addition to mitigation strategies for developing 

countries at risk to earthquakes. The following are suggestions for possible future work 

with these structures: 

• Experimental analysis of the seismic bands, incorporating local materials and 

building techniques. A physical, experimental model may be more appropriate than 

an analytical model in obtaining a better understanding of how this confinement 

method interacts with typical masonry construction. 

• A more comprehensive study into the effect that different soil conditions can have on 

the response of these structures. 

• The torsional effects on these structures. This was neglected during analysis in this 

thesis; however, these factors could dramatically affect the response of the structure. 

• The development of fragility models for high-risk structures, and possible application 

in the development of fragility models regionally. 

• An in-depth look into the policies and design codes of other developing countries. 

Many of these countries already have in-place mitigation plans, regulations and 

guidelines that have been established and tested for many years. These construction 

methods could be useful in understanding how culturally appropriate building 

techniques can be implemented and effective in other developing areas. 
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